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About This Document
This guide provides a walkthrough of the essential tasks necessary to author and deliver a generic lab using
VMware® Learning Platform™ (VLP).

Audience
The primary audience for this guide is tenant administrators and content authors.
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Introduction
Before You Begin
Support Site: https://support.vmwarelearningplatform.com/hc/en-us
• Click Submit a request (top | right) for any issue or assistance required.
•

Official VLP Support Documents & FAQ

Getting Started Prerequisites:
• Interface URLs: You must have received the URL to both your VLP Lab User interface and Cloud Content
Creation interface (vCD).
• Administrator Credentials: You have received tenant administrator credentials for both VLP and vCD.
•

Supported Browsers: Note: Browser settings should accept cookies, run JavaScript and allow web
sockets.
– Internet Explorer version 10 and above
–

Firefox version 13 or above

–

Chrome version 18 or above

–

Safari version 6.0 or above

Important – Please Read!
•

Uploading VMs/vApps (e.g. OVF/OVA or ISOs)
–

Do not use the vCD UI or ovftool to upload VMs/vApps/ISOs to the cloud. This should be done through
the VLP Admin UI. The process is outlined in Appendix C.

Service Interfaces
•

Lab User interface: Interface users utilize to take labs authored in the catalog by content creators.
–

•

•

https://vmwarelearningplatform.com/tenantName

VMware Learning Platform’s administration interface (VLP Admin UI): Primary administration interface that
which provides capabilities to author and deliver labs for a variety of use cases including on-demand
training, demos, instructor led training, and even events such as VMworld.
– https://core.vmwarelearningplatform.com
Cloud Content Creation interface (vCD UI): This provides an interface specifically suited for development,
and management of single or multi-VM lab templates.
–

Flash: https://uswest2-vlp01.oc.vmware.com/cloud/org/beta_org#
§ Recommended interface - Getting started guide provides procedures for this interface.

–

HTML5: https://uswest2-vlp01.oc.vmware.com/tenant/beta_org#
§ Note: This UI is new to vCD and will replace the flash UI, though some issues exist. If you decide
to try the HTML5 UI, please revert to the flash UI should you run into issues that are preventing
you from moving forward.

Terms
•

vApp – A vCD construct which consists of one or more VMs, metadata, power-on and shutdown
sequence, and a networking configuration.

•

vApp Template – A vApp that exists in a Catalog and cannot be powered on.

•

vApp Template Working Copy – A vApp that can be actively worked on for the purpose of copying
iterations into the catalog.

•
•

vCD Catalog – A region specific location to store vApp Templates.
vCD Organization (Org) – A region specific domain of users (vApp Authors) and cloud resources. An
Org can have one or more OrgVDCs
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•

vCD Organization Virtual Datacenter (OrgVDC or OVDC) – A set of cloud resources
(Compute+Storage) where vApps are provisioned.

•

Deployment Pool – Defines the vApp deployment parameters for a Lab. A deployment pool is used to
manage where Lab vApps are deployed, how many can be deployed, whether a certain number
should be pre-populated (i.e. deployed and power-on before a user should need it), etc.

•

•

Pre-population – A deployment pool capability used to pre-provision (deploy and power-on vApps)
ahead of time. This is used to minimize the time required between and end-user request for a lab and
when it has been delivered. Some more complex labs can require time to power-up the vApp’s
underlying VMs, run any user-defined preparation scripts, etc.
Lab Manual – A manual written in a specific language.

•

Lab Manual Project – A Lab Manual Project is a collection of one or more Lab Manuals.

•

Lab – A pristine environment developed to enable end-users to conduct an exercise or set of
exercises. A Lab is represented in the tenant’s VLP catalog, is offered to users via entitlement, and is
composed of a vApp (deployed from a template stored in the cloud) and a lab manual project.

Additional Information
•

See Appendix A on Good Practices

•

See Appendix B on how to: Add additional cloud content creators via the vCD UI.

•

See Appendix C on how to: Upload VMs/vApps/Media (ISOs) to the cloud.

•

Formal VLP documentation: https://support.vmwarelearningplatform.com/hc/en-us

•

See the vCD User Guide for more advanced guidance on cloud content creation capabilities.
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Authoring vApps
In this section you will complete the following objectives:
1.

Deploy a vApp containing a single Linux VM from a base template in the public catalog.

2.

Power-on the vApp and log into the Linux VM.

3.

Power-off the vApp and create a template by copying it into your catalog.

Create vApp from Template
In order to get started by provisioning your first vApp Template, proceed to step one:
Direct your browser to the following URL:
1

https://uswest2vlp01.oc.vmware.com/cloud/org/beta_org#
Note:
•

Include the beta_org# provided in your
on-boarding information.

If prompted, enable flash.
2

Chrome example screenshot:
Note: If you run into an issue, verify that flash
is enabled for this site in your browser.

3

4

From the Home menu Tab choose Add vApp
from Catalog.

Click the Look in: dropdown and choose
Public Catalogs.
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5

Choose CentOS-7 and click Next.

6

Fill out the lab (vApp) name and click Next.

7

Accept defaults and click Next.

8

Choose your virtual datacenter’s network to
attach the virtual machine to (only one will be
present) and click Next.

9

Leave defaults and click Next.
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10

Review the specifications in the Ready to
Complete summary and click Finish.

Verify that the vApp provisioning status
completes successfully. You will notice the
status change from ‘Creating…’ to ‘Stopped’.
11
Note: If this process takes longer than 30
seconds, click the refresh arrow in the
righthand corner.

Customize vApp
This procedure demonstrates how the vApp template you deployed from the Public Catalog can be configured
for your use case prior to being prepared for use in a VLP lab.

1

Once the vApp creation task has completed
successfully, click the trigram icon and choose
Datacenters.

2

Select the Virtual Datacenter the vApp was
deployed to (there will only be one).
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Click the VM screen to launch the VM Remote
Console.
3

Note: If you have not installed the client
integration plugin before, you may be
prompted before you can continue.

Log into the VM.
4

Default Login: demo
Default Password: VMware123!

5

Click the Applications menu à System
Tools à Settings.

6

Scroll to the bottom of the Settings menu and
choose Details.

7

Click Users à Unlock

8

Enter the default password: VMware123!

9

Click the password field and change the
password to secure the OS.
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(Optional) - Install any additional software you
would like to include in this example lab.
10

Note: You have outbound access to the
internet, but not inbound. Download software
from a staging location (e.g. dropbox, google,
sftp server, etc.) to your template.

11

Log off and close the remote console session.

Add vApp Template to Catalog
It is important to note that creating a template in vCD is different than in vSphere. In vCD, when a vApp (and
underlying VMs) are added to a catalog a copy is made. The original stays in place as a bootable vApp unless
you prefer to delete it to save space.

1

Click the stop button for the vApp to execute a
graceful shutdown of underlying VMs.

2

Once the vApp has stopped (VM screens turn
from blue to black), click the gear icon and
choose Add to Catalog...

3

Leave defaults and click OK.
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Delivering a Lab
Once you author your vApp, you then move on to the VLP Admin UI. It includes a side panel from which you
can navigate to all the forms you will need. In the Admin UI, you must complete the following tasks:
1. Create a deployment pool.
2. Create a lab.
3. Create a catalog to contain your lab.
4. Create end user accounts for your lab.
Return to the VLP Admin UI to associate the manual you created to your lab.

Logging into the VLP Admin UI
1

Direct your browser to:
https://core.vmwarelearningplatform.com

2

Enter your login credentials. Once you
successfully login, the VLP Admin UI opens. It
includes a side panel from which you can
navigate to all the forms you need to deliver
your lab.

3

Using the Help Link | The VLP Admin UI and
the Content Engine UI both include a Help link
that opens step-by-step instructional guides.
The guides document each field/option within
the Admin UI and Content Engine UI
respectively.

Creating a Deployment Pool
The tenant administrator manages Deployment Pools which define the vApp deployment parameters for a Lab.
A deployment pool may be composed of one or more vApp templates as long as they are identical. For
example, if you needed to make a lab available in more than one region, you could add a 2nd vApp template to
the deployment pool for the lab (as long as that template had been copied or synchronized to that region’s
catalog and inventoried into VLP).
In this section you will:

1

1.

Inventory your new vApp template into VLP.

2.

Create a deployment pool using the new vApp template.

Open Cloud Management
side panel à Clouds.

from the left
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2

Click the horizontal ellipses next to your cloud
org and select Sync vApp Templates to
refresh your vApp template inventory.

3

Open Cloud Management
from the left
side panel à Deployment Pools.

4

Click Create Deployment Pool.

5

Enter a Name for the deployment pool, choose
the Initial vApp Template by clicking the
search box and selecting it from the list.
Click Create.

6

On the Edit vApp Templates screen leave the
defaults and click Update.
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Click the radial button to indicate that this VM
will be the Initial Console session when the
end-user first launches the lab.
7

Fill out the username and password fields for
the Linux VM.
Click Update.

Creating a Lab
A lab is a collection of metadata, a single vApp Template and an instructional manual. To create a lab:
1

Click Labs/Catalog
Labs.

on the side panel à

2

Click on Create Lab.

3

In the Basic Lab Info tab, enter details for the
lab you are creating and select the
deployment pool.

The Lab List opens.

Click Create.

4

In the Edit Settings tab, leave defaults and
click Update.

5

In the Edit Content and Metadata tab, leave
defaults and click Update.

6

In the Edit VM Metadata tab, leave defaults
and click Update.

7

In the Edit VM Metadata tab, leave defaults
and click Update.

Creating a Catalog
Once you have created a lab, you must create a catalog to contain it:
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1

Click Labs/Catalog
Catalogs.

2

Click Create Catalog.

on the side panel à

Enter a Name for the catalog.
Check both Enabled and Public Visible.
3

Click the Labs search box and choose the Lab
you created.
Under Tenant Groups, choose All Users.
Click Create.

4

In the Lab Ordering tab, you can optionally
change the order of the labs included within the
catalog.
Click X to close.

Creating End User Accounts
End users are the students who will take your lab. To create an end user account:
1

Click Security
Controls.

on the side panel à User

2

Click Create Account.
Create a user account for a standard user
using a legitimate e-mail address.

3
Check all boxes (i.e. generate password, show
password, and welcome e-mail).
4

Click Create.

5

Leave defaults (User Role selected only) and
click Update.

6

Click X to close.
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Developing a Lab Manual
Now that you have created a lab, you must create instructional content (a manual) for it. Use the Content
Engine to do so.
1

Click the Content icon
on the side panel
and choose Content Engine.

Working with the Lab Manual Projects
A Manual Project may consist of one or more lab manual instances. Multiple instances of a manual are
required when the instructions must be developed in more than one language.
A Lab Manual Instance can be in one of the following statuses:
•

Draft: Refers to the act that a project can include multiple drafts. For example, a project can include a draft
in English and a draft in German.

•

Imported: Refers to a manual imported from the ScreenSteps authoring tool or uploaded from your local
machine.
Published: Refers to a manual that has been made available (published) to your tenancy.

•

Starting a Manual Project
To start a new manual project:
1

On the Lab Manual Projects list, click Add New.

2

Click Start a Manual Project.

3

On the Start a Manual Project form, specify a
name for the manual project and then click
Create.

Adding Instructional Content
1

Click the Manual Project name from the list to
open it.

2

Click Create a Manual from scratch.
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3

Enter the Manual Title

4

Click the Manual Title to open it.

5

Click New Chapter and name it: “Introduction”.

6

Click Add Article.

7

Click Add Step.

8

Click Save.
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Publishing a Manual
Once you have published the manual, a tenant administrator can associate the manual to a lab. When an enduser launches a lab, the console will present the appropriate language version of the manual based upon the
user’s profile.

1

Navigate to the Lab Manual Projects list by
clicking the Manual Projects menu item.

2

On the Lab Manual Projects list, click on a lab
manual project link to open it.

3

Click

and choose Publish.

Associating the Manual to a Lab
Now that you have created and published a manual, you must associate it to the lab you created earlier:
1

Return to the VLP Admin UI.
https://core.vmwarelearningplatform.com

2

Click Labs/Catalog
Labs.

3

On the Lab List, click on the lab you previously
created to configure it.

4

On the Create Lab form, open the Edit Content
and Metadata tab.

5

From the Manual dropdown, choose the manual
project.

6

Click Update. Your lab is now associated to the
manual you created.

on the side panel à
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Launching Your Lab
You should now have a lab, a manual associated to it and end user(s). An end user can now:
Go to your hands-on lab console.
1

https://www.vmwarelearningplatform.com/<tenant
name>

2

Log into the lab console.

3

Enroll into your lab.

4

Start your lab.

Congratulations, you have successfully deployed your first lab on the VMware Learning Platform.
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Appendix A | Good Practices
Capacity Management
•

Cloud capacity consumption is calculated using allocated resources, not utilized resources. E.g. If you
allocate a 100GB disk to a VM, but the disk contains 50GB of data, 100GB of storage is consumed
from the storage allocation.
o Avoid oversizing workloads intended to be used for labs. Idle vCPUs, unused memory, and
free disk space will be consumed from the capacity allocation, incurring additional costs. Labs
should be sized only to perform the task required.
o Maintain good housekeeping of vApps and templates within the virtual datacenter.

•

By default, the beta service limits capacity to: 25 vCPUs | 50GB RAM | 2500GB Storage unless
otherwise noted in your onboarding session. This will allow you to deploy the following example
configurations:

•

VMs

vCPUs

Memory

Storage

25

1

2GB

100GB

12

2

4GB

200GB

6

4

8GB

400GB

A powered on vApp consumes compute (CPU and Memory) and storage resources from the cloud
allocation, where as a powered off vApp only consumes storage.

Authoring vApps
•

Right-size the workload.
o Take the time to size VMs efficiently to maximize cost efficiency while still providing a
performant experience for the lab users.
o Use as few vCPUs as possible for the application to function properly.
o Avoid configuring VMs with more than 4 vCPUs (Note: VMs with more than 8 vCPUs is
currently unsupported).
o Do not under-provision Memory as it will lead to paging/swapping within the VM and impact
performance, but do not over-provision that will result in excessive waste.

•

Managing Templates
o Once a vApp has been added to the catalog, delete or power off the working copy to conserve
resources. Unlike vSphere, when a vApp is added to a catalog in vCD a copy is made.
o A successful lab deployment requires that the source vApp template VMs have been
gracefully shutdown (vApp stop command) before it can be added to the catalog as a
template.

•

Importing Templates
o Use the process illustrated in Appendix C to perform the import through VLP. VLP provides a
reliable mechanism to import VM/vApp exports (OVF/OVA) and ISOs.
o Unless the vApp was created and exported from the same vCD environment, it will likely
require some clean-up after the import is complete. Review and reconfigure the network
configuration once the import has completed.
o Importing individual VMs will result in the creation of single VM vApps. You must then copy or
move those VMs into a single vApp in the vCD UI if they are intended to be part of the same
lab.
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Appendix B | User Management
Adding Cloud Content Creators
You may need to authorize additional accounts to use the vCD UI. The following process outlines the steps
required:
Log in to the vCD UI
1

https://uswest2vlp01.oc.vmware.com/cloud/org/beta_org#
Note:
Include the beta_org# provided in your onboarding information.

2

Navigate to the Administration tab.

3

Click the Users on the side pane.

4

Click the
form.

5

Fill out the user name, enter and confirm a
complex password.

6

Choose the Organization Administrator Role.

7

Click OK.

button to open the New User creation
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Appendix C | Uploading VMs/vApps/ISOs
In scenarios where VMs or vApps are developed on-premise it will be necessary to upload the payload into the
cloud for templatization. In addition, if a VM needs to be built in the cloud there may be a need for a unique ISO
operating. In this section, you will use the Admin UI’s Upload VMs/ISOs option to import VMs and Media.

Using the Upload VMs/ISOs Option

1

Open the VLP Admin UI and navigate to the
Cloud List:
Cloud Management>Clouds

2

On the Cloud Management List, select a cloud
and click … to open a pulldown list, then click the
Upload VMs/ISOs option to open a form.

3

On the Upload VMs/ISOs form select a vCD
catalog destination and click Attach Files to
select a large content file. The form supports ovf,
ova, iso and jpeg file types.
The Upload VMs/ISOs option then transfers your
large content to your vCD catalog.
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Appendix D | Modifying an existing Lab’s vApp Template
This appendix outlines the steps required to modify or update an existing lab’s corresponding vApp Template.
High-level steps include:
1. In vCD UI, make changes to an existing vApp template’s configuration (modifying an individual VM’s
virtual hardware in this example).
2. Add the template to the catalog as a revision in order to retain the original template.
3. In the VLP Admin UI, synchronize the inventory to gain visibility to the new vApp template.
4. Update the Lab’s deployment pool with the new vApp Template version.
Prerequisites:
• vApp Template already exists in the Default Catalog and is assigned to a deployment pool
•

A vApp has been deployed from the vApp Template you intend to modify (from the Default Catalog).
o Note: If this has not already been completed, first see the section vApp Authoring – Create
vApp from Template at the beginning of this document for guidance.

Modifying a vApp Template Configuration in vCD
The following procedure selects an existing vApp template, modifies its virtual hardware configuration, then
adds the template to the catalog as a revision:

1

Go to the vCD login screen and enter your
credentials.

2

Navigate to the virtual machine you want to
modify and open its properties.
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Use the properties form to make a change to the
virtual machine, then click OK. For example, you
could change the number of CPUs.
3
Note: You cannot make such a hardware change
to the template. You must do so directly on the
virtual machine.

Observe how vCD updates the virtual machine.
4

Note: Refresh if the status hangs for more than a
minute.

Stop the vApp.
5

In this example, the vApp was never powered on,
however if it was in order to run some updates or
install software, it is critical that all underlying
VMs are fully powered down prior to being added
back to the Catalog.
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6

7

Once the vApp is stopped, navigate to the vApp
to which the virtual machine belongs and click
Add to Catalog to open a form.

On the form, add the template back to the catalog
as a revision (for example, Rev 1.1) to retain the
original template, then click OK.
Note: Do not enable the Overwrite catalog item.

Syncing and Updating in the VLP Admin UI
Once you have made your vApp template change, you must next use the VLP Admin UI to sync the cloud org
with the changed vApp and then update the corresponding deployment pool.

1

Go to the VLP Admin UI login screen and enter
your credentials.
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2

In the Admin UI, navigate to the Cloud Org List by
clicking Cloud Management>Clouds.

3

On the Cloud Org List, perform a mass action by
clicking the Sync vAppTemplates option on the
mass action pulldown. The mass action syncs all
cloud orgs in the list.
Note: Alternately, you can sync an individual
cloud org by selecting it and clicking the ellipsis
option, then Sync vAppTemplates on that
pulldown:
>Sync vAppTemplates

4

Navigate to the Deployment Pool List by clicking
Cloud Management>Deployment Pools.

5

On the Deployment Pool List, select the
deployment pool to which you want to add the
changed vApp template and click
>Edit vAppTemplates.

6

On the Edit vApp Templates click Add/Remove
vApp Templates.

7

On the vApp Templates list, select the vApp
template you want to replace the existing vApp
template, then click Done. In the example, Linux
Lab Templates Rev 1.1 will replace Linux Lab
Template.
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On the Edit vApp Templates tab, click Update.
You have now replaced the vApp template Linux
Lab Templates with the changed template – Linux
Lab Templates Rev 1.1
8

Note: If the structure of the vApp you changed is
significant enough, your update might fail. In such
a case, you must remove all the vApp templates
from the deployment pool, then add the changed
vApp template.
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